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Using the analogy between heat and mass transfer processes, the recently developed entransy theory is
extended in this paper to tackle the coupled heat and mass transfer processes so as to analyze and
optimize the performance of evaporative cooling systems. We first introduce a few new concepts
including the moisture entransy, moisture entransy dissipation, and the thermal resistance in terms of
the moisture entransy dissipation. Thereinafter, the moisture entransy is employed to describe the
endothermic ability of a moist air. The moisture entransy dissipation on the other hand is used to
measure the loss of the endothermic ability, i.e. the irreversibility, in the coupled heat and mass transfer
processes e this total loss is shown to consist of three parts: (1) the sensible heat entransy dissipation,
(2) the latent heat entransy dissipation, and (3) the entransy dissipation induced by a temperature
potential. Finally the new thermal resistance, defined as the moisture entransy dissipation rate divided by
the squared refrigerating effect output rate, is recommended as an index to effectively reflect the
performance of the evaporative cooling system. In the end, two typical evaporative cooling processes are
analyzed to illustrate the applications of the proposed concepts.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the rising living standard, air-condition system has
become more popular and even a necessity in life to create
comfortable environment, and consumed a large amount of energy
at the same time. Given the ever increasing urgency in energy
conservation [1e3], a more efficient air conditioning technology is
obviously highly desirable. Due to its low cost and potential high
efficiency, evaporative cooling [4] has been viewed as an attractive
option, when compared to other existing ones as vapor compres-
sion, absorption/adsorption and thermoelectric refrigeration
systems, for both regions with dry and hot climate [5] and more
temperate climates [6]. Still in order to improve the performance of
the evaporative cooling units, extensive research has been con-
ducted in analyzing the influences of such factors as moist air
velocity, temperature and humidity [7,8], water velocity and
temperature [9], longitudinal heat conduction [10], heat and mass
exchanging materials properties [11], and geometries [12] on the
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efficiency of various traditional and novel evaporative coolers,
including plate/tube type indirect evaporative cooler [7,13],
compact-plate cross flow indirect evaporative cooler [10], and
semi-indirect/dew-point evaporative cooler [14,15]. Several active
or passive evaporative cooling systems have been developed, using
wind tower [16], intermittent evaporative roof cooling [17e19],
automatic wind-tracking evaporative cooling [20] and two-stage
indirect/direct evaporative cooling [21,22]. The general underlining
principle in all these is to maximize the refrigerating effect in an
evaporative cooling system at an inlet moist air of given endo-
thermic ability, i.e. to minimize the endothermic ability dissipation
caused by the “inherent heat and mass transfer resistance” during
a coupled heat and mass transfer in the system. However, by
carefully examining the physical mechanisms involved, there are
still some physical quantities missing both in estimating the
endothermic ability of the moist air, and in measuring the endo-
thermic ability dissipation during the process.

Take heat transfer as an example. Considering the need of an
effective measure for the heat transfer ability of a system, a phys-
ical quantity termed entransy was introduced by Guo et al. [23,24].
The entransy dissipation was then used to reflect the loss of heat
transfer ability during the process. Furthermore, they developed
the minimum thermal resistance law based on the entransy
sis and optimization of evaporative cooling system I: Theory, Energy
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Nomenclature

A area, m2

cp constant pressure specific heat, J kg�1 K�1

D mass diffusivity, m2 s�1

G entransy, JK
_G entransy flow rate, J K s�1

gs sensible heat entransy per unit mass, J K kg�1

gl latent heat entransy per unit mass, J K kg�1

ga total entransy of moist air per unit mass, J K kg�1

h specific enthalpy, J kg�1

n! outward normal unit vector
P pressure, Pa
_Q heat flow rate, W
Rh thermal resistance, kW�1

T temperature, K
t time, s
U internal energy, J; velocity, m s�1

V volume flow rate, m3 s�1; Volume, m3

r density, kgm�3

l thermal conductivity, Wm�1 K�1

fh local entransy dissipation rate, WKm�3

_Fh total entransy dissipation rate, WK
u mass friction, kg kg�1

g evaporation latent heat, J kg�1

Subscripts
a air
c cold fluid
dp dew-piont
h hot fluid
in inlet
out outlet
w water
0 ambient
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dissipation for heat transfer optimization. That is, the minimum
thermal resistance based on the entransy dissipation leads to the
maximum heat transfer efficiency. Based on the entransy theory,
three heat transfer mechanisms, i.e. heat conduction [23],
convective heat transfer [25e27] and thermal radiation [28], have
been analyzed, leading to some heat transfer enhancement
apparatuses, e.g. alternating elliptical axis tubes [29] and discrete
doubled inclined ribs tubes [30]. Meanwhile, due to the analogy
between heat and mass transfer, the entransy theory has recently
been extended to mass transfer analysis and optimization by
introducing the concepts of mass entransy and mass entransy
dissipation [31].

In this paper, we extend the entransy theory to evaporative
cooling analysis, treated as a coupled heat and mass transfer
problem. The concepts of moisture (moist air) entransy and mois-
ture (moist air) entransy dissipation will be introduced to, corre-
spondingly, represent the endothermic ability of moist air, and
measure the irreversibility of evaporative cooling processes due to
endothermic ability loss. Based on themoisture entransy dissipation,
a new expression of thermal resistance is defined to effectively
reflect the performance of evaporative cooling systems.

2. Entransy, entransy dissipation and thermal resistance in
heat transfer

In a pure heat transfer process, there has been no such concept
as the transfer efficiency, or it has been inconceivable to develop an
optimization scheme because the thermal energy is always
conserved. The system entropy is only useful when mechanical
work has been exchanged with the external surroundings. In order
to reconcile this predicament, Guo et al. [23] introduced a physical
quantity, termed entransy, to describe the heat transfer ability of an
object based on the analogy between heat conduction and electric
conduction. The definition of entransy is:

G ¼ 1
2
UT (1)

where temperature, T, is an intensive quantity, and internal energy
of the object, U, is an extensive quantity. Because both temperature
and internal energy are state functions, so is the entransy.
Accompanying with the heat transfer, entransy is also transferred.
However, different from the thermal energy conservation, entransy
is not conserved, but dissipated during a heat transfer process, and
Please cite this article in press as: Chen Q, et al., A new approach to analy
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this can be readily demonstrated. For a transient heat conduction
process without any heat source, the thermal energy conservation
equation can be expressed as

rcp
vT
vt

¼ V$ðlVTÞ (2)

where r, cp, l are density, constant pressure specific heat and
thermal conductivity, respectively. Multiplying both sides by
temperature T gives the compositions of the total system entransy
for the heat conduction:

rcpT
vT
vt

¼ V$ðlTVTÞ � ljVT j2 (3)

The left term in Eq. (3) can be viewed as the time variation of the
entransy stored per unit volumewhich consists of two items shown
in the right: the first represents the entransy transferred from one
(or part of the) object to the another (part), while the second term is
the local entransy dissipation, during the heat conduction. This is
analogous to electric energy dissipation during an electric
conduction process or mechanical energy dissipation during fluid
flow process. Since both electric energy and mechanical energy
dissipations are irreversibility measure of their respective process,
entransy dissipation fh is hence a measure of the irreversibility in
heat transfer

fE ¼ ljVTj2 (4)

Likewise for a steady-state convective heat transfer with no heat
source, the thermal energy conservation equation is in the form

rcpUf $VT ¼ V$ðlVTÞ (5)

where Uf is the velocity vector of the fluid. Again multiplying both
sides by temperature T, an entransy expression for the convective
heat transfer is derived as [23]:

Uf$V

 
rcpT2

2

!
¼ V$ðlTVTÞ � ljVT j2 (6)

The left term in Eq. (6) is the entransy transferred associated with
the fluid particles motion, still made of on the right side the first
term describing the entransy diffusion within the fluid due to
temperature gradient, and the local entransy dissipation, in the
same form as in heat conduction. That is, convective heat transfer is
sis and optimization of evaporative cooling system I: Theory, Energy



Fig. 1. Schematic of coupled heat and mass transfer during direct evaporative cooling
process.
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essentially a heat conduction process accompanied by fluid flow,
and the irreversibility in the convective heat transfer is actually
caused by the heat diffusion.

By integrating Eq. (6) over the entire domain, transforming the
volume integral to the surface integral on the domain boundary
according to Gauss's Law, and ignoring the heat diffusion in the
fluid flow direction at both inlets and outlets, we obtained the
following equation:�
1
2
r _VcpT2

�
out

�
�
1
2
r _VcpT2

�
in
¼
ZZ
G

n!$lTVTdA

�
ZZZ

U

ljVT j2dV (7)

On the left, the two terms describe the entransy flowing into and
out of the domain, respectively. On the right, the first term is the
entransy flow rate induced by heat transfer through the domain
boundary, while the second term is the total entransy dissipation
rate (TEDR) during the process.

_Fh ¼
ZZZ

U

ljVTj2dV (8)

For heat transfer between cold and hot fluids in a heat exchanger,
there is no heat transferred to/from the ambient through the
boundary, so the first term on the right hand of Eq. (7) vanishes.
Then Eq. (7) is reduced into [32]:

_Fh ¼ �
_Gh;in � _Gh;out

�þ � _Gc;in � _Gc;out
�

¼
h�

1
2
_mhcp;hT2h

�
in
þ
�
1
2
_mccp;cT2c

�
in

i
�
h�

1
2
_mhcp;hT2h

�
out

þ
�
1
2
_mccp;cT2c

�
out

�
(9)

where _Gi;in, _Gi;out, _mi, cp,i and Ti are the entransy inflow and outflow,
mass flow rate, constant pressure specific heat and temperature of
the fluid i, with the subscript i¼ h (hot)¼ c (cold), respectively.

Equation (9) shows that the TEDR in a heat exchanger equals to
the total entransy flowing into the heat exchanger minus that out of
the heat exchanger. Furthermore, in electricity the electrical resis-
tance is defined as the electrical dissipation rate divided by the
electric current squared. Assuming an analogy between heat and
electrical transfers, the thermal resistance associated with the
entransy dissipation can be defined, likewise, as the TEDR divided
by the total heat flow rate squared:

Rh ¼
_Fh

_Q
2 ¼

�
_Gh;in � _Gh;out

�þ � _Gc;in � _Gc;out
�

_Q
2 (10)

Compared to the existing definition of the thermal resistance as the
reciprocal of thermal conductance, i.e. the reciprocal of the
production of total heat transfer coefficient and surface area,
the thermal resistance in Equation (10) based on the entransy
dissipation has the following advantages:

1. It is independent of the heat exchanger type or fluid flow direc-
tion. Thus, this resistance is only determined by the effectiveness
of the heat exchanger and the heat capacityflow ratio, and can be
used to analyze and compare the capability between different
heat exchangers. Whereas the existing thermal resistance
depends on both heat exchanger type and fluid flow direction,
thus difficult for comparison between distinctive cases.

2. The new thermal resistance can also be used to analyze heat
exchangers with complex configurations, e.g. multiple flow of
Please cite this article in press as: Chen Q, et al., A new approach to analy
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more than two fluids. Whereas the existing definition does not
workwell due to the potentially indefinite specific temperature
difference and heat flux, and is hence only suitable for
analyzing simple heat exchangers, e.g. double-flow types.

3. Most important, the thermal resistance based on entransy
dissipation connects the effectiveness of heat exchanger
directly to the irreversibility of heat transfer process, and
consequently, offers a novel way to optimize the heat
exchanger performance.
3. Moisture entransy, moisture entransy dissipation and
thermal resistance for evaporative cooling

3.1. Physical model

Consider a coupled heat and mass transfer case between moist
air and liquid water as shown in Fig. 1, where domain acge repre-
sents the moist air region including the main moist air region abfe
and a thin air layer bcgf right on the surface of the liquid water. Both
the temperature and partial pressure of the moist air in this thin
layer correspond to those of the liquid water in domain cdhg. In
addition this coupled heat and mass transfer process is assumed at
steady-state, where all the physical parameters perpendicular to
the fluid flow direction remain unchanged during the process.

Note the physics taking place at the different regions in the
system often involves distinctive mechanisms, and thus have to be
dealt with separately as shown below.

3.2. Definition of moisture entransy and its dissipation in an
evaporative cooling system

3.2.1. In the moist air region
In the moist air region acge, the conservation equations of both

sensible heat and water vapor of the moist air are:

raUa$V
�
cp;aTa

� ¼ V$ðlaVTaÞ (11)

raUa$Vua ¼ V$ðraDaVuaÞ (12)

where ra, cp,a, la, Ua and Ta are the density, constant pressure
specific heat, thermal conductivity, velocity vector and temperature
of moist air, respectively, while Da is the mass diffusivity of water
vapor in air, and ua is the mass fraction of water vapor in moist air.
Due to the usually negligible small mass friction of water vapor
compared to that of dry air as the dominant constituent in moist air,
the mass fraction of water vapor can be as approximated as the
weight ratio of the water vapor to dry air, i.e. ua also is the absolute
humidity of the moist air. Eqs. (11) and (12) indicate the evapora-
tion cooling process is a coupled heat and mass transfer problem.
Multiplying both sides in Eq. (12) by the evaporation latent heat of
water gives the latent heat conservation equation:

raUa$VðguaÞ ¼ V$ðraDaVguaÞ (13)
sis and optimization of evaporative cooling system I: Theory, Energy
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where g is the evaporation latent heat of water, which for simplicity
is assumed unchanged during the evaporative cooling process.
Then adding both sides of Eqs. (11) and (13) yields the enthalpy
conservation equation during such a direct evaporative cooling
process:

raUa$V
�
cp;aTa þ gwa

� ¼ V$ðlaVTaÞ þ V$ðraDaVguaÞ (14)

where cp;aTa þ gwa ¼ ha, is the enthalpy of the moist air. Inte-
grating Eq. (14) over the flowing domain acge of the moist air,
transforming the volume integral to the surface integral on the
domain boundary according to Gauss's Law, and neglecting the
tiny sensible and latent heat diffusion along the moist air flow
direction at both inlets and outlets, Equation (14) can be trans-
formed into:	
raVaðcp;aTa þ gwaÞ



eg�

	
raVaðcp;aTa þ gwaÞ



ac

¼ RR
cg

n!cg$ðlaVTa þ raDaVguaÞdA (15)

where n!cg represents the external normal vector at the boundary
cg of domain acge, while Va is the mass flow rate of the moist air. Eq.
(15) connects the net enthalpy change in the moist air to the total
heat flow rate between the moist air and water. Therein, the
sensible heat is transferred in the corresponding temperature field
driven by the sensible heat itself. On the other hand the tempera-
ture difference between moist air and ambient, (Ta� T0), is an
intensive quantity, and the internal energy difference cp,a(Ta� T0),
is an extensive quantity. Furthermore, since the product of an
extensive quantity and an intensive quantity results in the energy
of that extensive quantity [33e36], Eq. (11) can be rewritten by
multiplying both sides by the temperature difference (Ta� T0) to
offer the conservation equation of the “energy” of the sensible heat,
i.e. of the sensible heat entransy:

raUa$V

�
1
2
cp;aðTa � T0Þ2

�
¼ V$½laðTa � T0ÞVðTa � T0Þ�

� lajVðTa � T0Þj2 (16)

where 1=2cp;aðTa � T0Þ2 ¼ gs is the sensible heat entransy per unit
mass with the ambient temperature T0 as a benchmark. That is,
when the temperature Ta of a substance is higher than the ambient
temperature, then gs represents the exothermic ability of this
substance to the ambient, and conversely, the endothermic ability
of this substance from the ambient. Corresponding to Eq. (6), Eq.
(16) equals the sensible heat entransy in the air flow to the sensible
heat entransy diffusion within the moist air, minus the sensible
heat entransy dissipation during the process.

Unlike the sensible heat transfer, the latent heat, actually
existing in the water vapor, is transferred driven by its concentra-
tion gradient, and hence induces a concentration field, rather than
a temperature field. Thus, the temperature field in which the latent
heat is transferred is nonetheless not caused by the latent heat
transfer, but by the sensible heat transfer. In this case, the difference
between the equivalent latent heat of the moist air and that of the
saturated moist air, g (ua�u0), is an extensive quantity, and the
temperature difference, (Ta� T0), is an intensive quantity. This is
analogous to the gravitational field where mg is an extensive
quantity and the height h is an intensive quantity for an object of
mass m. Likewise, multiplying both sides of Eq. (13) by the
temperature difference (Ta� T0) results in the expression of the
latent heat entransy:

raUa$ðTa � T0ÞVgðua � u0Þ
¼ V$½raDaðTa � T0ÞVgðua � u0Þ� � raDaVðTa � T0Þ$Vgðua � u0Þ

(17a)
Please cite this article in press as: Chen Q, et al., A new approach to analy
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Assuming a linear relationship between humidity ua and its
corresponding dew-point temperature Ta,dp, Eq. (17a) turns into:

raUa$V
1
2gðua�u0Þ

�
Ta;dp�T0

�
¼V$½raDaðTa�T0ÞVgðua�u0Þ�

�raDaVðTa�T0Þ$Vgðua�u0Þ�
�
Ta�Ta;dp

�
V$½raDaVgðua�u0Þ�

(17b)

where 1=2gðua�u0ÞðTa;dp�T0Þ ¼ gl is the latent heat entransy per
unit mass of the moist air, measuring the endothermic ability of the
moist air from the initial to the saturated state at the ambient
temperature. Eq. (17b) indicates that the latent heat entransy trans-
ferred via the fluid particles motion consists of three parts, i.e. the
latent heat entransy diffusion induced by water vapor diffusion, the
latent heat entransy “dissipation” (either positive or negative) asso-
ciated with not only the water vapor concentration field but also the
temperature field, and finally the dissipation of endothermic ability
of the moist air due to the difference of the dry-bulb temperature of
themoist air over its dew-point temperature at the samehygroscopic
capacity: this last term is analogous to that, for the same increment in
mass, the variation of gravitational potential energy differswhen the
heights are different. This dry-bulb temperature over the dew-point
temperature can be termed as the “temperature potential”. For
instance, evenwhen the absolute humidity ofmoist air per unitmass
changes from state u1 to u2, its endothermic ability remains zero in
an isothermal process at ambient temperature T0, whereas this
endothermic ability equals to 1=2g½u1ðT1;dp�2T0Þ�u2ðT2;dp�2T0Þ�
for moisture sorption taken place on the saturation line. Conversely
the endothermic ability of moist air increases as the temperature
decreases, provided that the hygroscopic capacity remains the same.
Inotherwords, theperformanceofanevaporative coolingsystemcan
be improvedby reducing the temperaturepotential of themoist airas
much as possible so as to enhance the endothermic ability from the
humidity difference. Adding both sides of equations (16) and (17b),
respectively, yields:

raUa$V
1
2

h
cp;aðTa � T0Þ2þgðua � u0Þ

�
Ta;dp � T0

�i
¼ V$½laðTa � T0ÞVðTa � T0Þ þ raDaðTa � T0ÞVgðua � u0Þ�

�
h
lajVðTa � T0Þj2 þ raDaVðTa � T0Þ$Vgðua � u0Þ

þ
�
Ta � Ta;dp

�
V$raDaVgðua � u0Þ

i
(18)

where 1=2½cp;aðTa � T0Þ2 þ gðua � u0ÞðTa;dp � T0Þ ¼ ga� is the mois-
ture entransy per unit mass, or the endothermic ability of the moist
air. Integrating Eq. (18) over the moist air region acge and neglecting
mass diffusion in the flow direction at inlets and outlets gives:n

1
2raVa½cp;aðTa�T0Þ2þgðua�u0ÞðTa;dp�T0Þ�

o
eg

�
n
1
2raVa½cp;aðTa�T0Þ2þgðua�u0ÞðTa;dp�T0Þ�

o
ac

¼ R R
cg

n!cg$½laðTa�T0ÞVðTa�T0ÞþraDaðTa�T0ÞVgðua�u0Þ�dA

�RRR
acge

h
lajVðTa�T0Þj2þraDaVðTa�T0Þ$Vgðua�u0Þ

þ
�
Ta�Ta;dp

�
V$raDaVgðua�u0Þ

i
dV (19)

That is, the net entransy change in the moist air in the evaporative
cooling domain equals to the total moisture entransy transfer at the
air-water interface, and the total moisture entransy “dissipation”,
during the coupled heat and mass transfer process.

3.2.2. In the liquid water region
In domain cdhg, the thermal energy and entransy conservation

equations of liquid water are:
sis and optimization of evaporative cooling system I: Theory, Energy
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rwUw$V
�
cp;wTw

� ¼ V$ðlwVTwÞ (20)
rwUw$V

�
1
2
cp;wðTw � T0Þ2

�
¼ V$½lwðTw � T0ÞVðTw � T0Þ�

� lwjVðTw � T0Þj2 (21)

where rw, cp,w, lw, Uw are the density, constant pressure specific
heat, thermal conductivity, velocity vector and temperature of
moist air, respectively. Integrating Eqs. (20) and (21) over the flow
domain cdhg, respectively, and using the Gauss' Law yields:

�
rwVwcp;wTE

�
gh�

�
rwVwcp;wTw

�
cd ¼

Z Z
cg

n!0
cg$lwVTwdA (22)

h
1
2rwVwcp;wðTw�T0Þ2

i
gh
�
h
1
2rwVwcp;wðTw�T0Þ2

i
cd

¼ R R
cg

n!0
cg$½lwðTw�T0ÞVðTw�T0Þ�dA�

RRR
cdhg

�
lwjVðTw�T0Þj2

�
dV

(23)

where n!0
cg denotes the external normal direction of the boundary

cg of domain cdhg, and Vw is the volume flow rate of the liquid
water.

At the airewater interface cg between moist air region acge and
liquidwater region cdhg, theheat, i.e. sensible plus latent, transferred
into moist air equals to the total heat out from the liquid water:

�
Z Z
cg

n!cg$ðlaVTa þ raDaVguaÞdA ¼
Z Z
cg

n!0
cg$lwVTwdA

(24)

Combining Eqs. (14), (22) and (24) results in the total heat
conservation equation for the direct evaporative cooling process:

ðraVahaÞac�ðraVahaÞeg ¼
�
rwVwcp;wTw

�
cd�

�
rwVwcp;wTw

�
gh

(25)

It shows that the enthalpy increment in the moist air equals to the
internal energy decrement in the liquid water. As the temperature
at the air-water interface is continuous, i.e. (Ta)cg¼ (Tw)cg, the total
entransy absorbed by moist air is equal to that released by liquid
water.

�R R
cg

n!cg$½laðTa�T0ÞVðTa�T0ÞþraDaðTa�T0ÞVgðua�u0Þ�dA

¼ R R
cg

n!'
cg$½lwðTw�T0ÞVðTw�T0Þ�dA

(26)

Then combining Eqs. (19), (23) and (26) leads to the total
entransy conservation equation for the direct evaporative cooling
process:

�
_Ga;in� _Ga;out

�þ� _Gw;in� _Gw;out
�¼ _Fh ¼

RRR
cdhg

�
lwjVðTw�T0Þj2

�
dV

þRRR
acge

"
lajVðTa�T0Þj2þraDaVðTa�T0Þ$Vgðua�u0Þ
þraDa

�
Ta�Ta;dp

�
V$Vgðua�u0Þ

#
dV

(27)

where _Ga;in and _Ga;out are the entransy inflow and outflow of moist
air, respectively, _Ga ¼ 1=2raVa½cp;aðTa�T0Þ2þgðua�u0ÞðTa;dp�T0Þ�,
while _Gw;in and _Gw;out are the entransy inflow and outflow of liquid
water, respectively, _Gw ¼ 1=2rwVwcp;wðTw�T0Þ2. Equation (27)
shows that the total entransy dissipation for moist air and water
Please cite this article in press as: Chen Q, et al., A new approach to analy
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in direct evaporative cooling system is equal to the difference
between entransy inflow and outflow of the two fluids.

Similar to the definition of thermal resistance based on entransy
dissipation for heat exchanger, from the expression of moisture
entransy dissipation as shown in Eq. (27), the thermal resistance
based on moisture entransy dissipation (TRMED) for the evapora-
tive cooling process is defined as the entransy dissipation rate
divided by the total heat flow rate square:

Rh ¼
_Fh

_Q
2 ¼

�
_Ga;in � _Ga;out

�þ � _Gw;in � _Gw;out
�

_Q
2 (28)

4. Analysis of two typical direct evaporative cooling processes

4.1. Direct evaporative cooling processes on an iso-enthalpic line

When the wet-bulb temperature of a moist air inflow is equal to
the temperature of water inflow, both the moisture enthalpy and
the water temperature will remain unchanged during the whole
direct evaporative cooling process, i.e.,

ðraVahaÞac�ðraVahaÞeg ¼ 0 (29)

�
rwVwcp;wTw

�
cd�

�
rwVwcp;wTw

�
gh ¼ 0 (30)

At the airewater interface cg in Fig. 1, the latent heat flowing into
the moist air equals to the sensible heat out of it, and the total heat
released by water vanishes.Z Z
cg

n!cg$ðlaVTaÞdAþ
Z Z
cg

n!cg$ðraDaVguaÞdA ¼ 0 (31)

Z Z
cg

n!'
cg$lwVTwdA ¼ 0 (32)

Meanwhile, the temperature field of moist air and the concen-
tration field of water vapor meet the following relationship:

laVðTa � T0Þ ¼ �raDagVðua � u0Þ (33)

Therefore,

V$½laðTa � T0ÞVðTa � T0Þ� þ V$½raDaðTa � T0ÞVgðua � u0Þ� ¼ 0
(34)

lajVðTa � T0Þj2 þ raDagVðTa � T0Þ$Vðua � u0Þ ¼ 0 (35)

Substituting Eqs. (30), (32)e(35) into Eq. (27) gives:ZZZ
cdhg

�
lwjVðTw � T0Þj2

�
dV ¼ 0 (36a)

ZZZ
acge

h
lajVðTa � T0Þj2 þ raDaVðTa � T0Þ$Vgðua � u0Þ

i
dV ¼ 0

(36b)

_Fh ¼ _Ga;in � _Ga;out ¼
ZZZ
acge

raDa

�
Ta � Ta;dp

�
V$Vgðua � u0ÞdV

(36c)
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The equations show thatwhen thewet-bulb temperature ofmoist air
inflow equals to the temperature of the water inflow, the total
entransydissipation for both sensible and latent heat transfer is equal
to zero during the direct evaporative cooling process in Eqs. (36a) and
(36b), and the entransy is dissipated only when the temperature
potential is positive in Eq. (36c). Itmeans that regardless of the area of
heat and mass transfer surface, there exists entransy dissipation as
long as there is a positive temperature potential.

4.2. Direct evaporative cooling processes on the saturation line

Once the inlet moist air is saturated, it will maintain the satu-
rated state throughout the whole evaporative cooling process. In
this case, assuming that the temperature and the absolute humidity
of moist air satisfy the linear relationship:

wa;sat ¼ aTa;sat þ b (37)

where a and b are constant variables, substituting Eq. (37) into Eq.
(27) will give

_Fh ¼
�
_Ga;in� _Ga;out

�þ� _Gw;in� _Gw;out
�

¼ RRR
cdhg

�
lwjVðTw�T0Þj2

�
dVþRRR

acge

h
ðlaþraDagaÞjVðTa�T0Þj2

i
dV

(38)

Eq. (38) shows that for evaporative cooling process on saturation
line, the entransy is dissipated only through the coupled heat and
mass transfer process with finite temperature andmass differences.
That is, decreasing the temperature and mass differences by
increasing the heat and mass transfer surface will reduce the
entransy dissipation.

5. Conclusions

The concepts of moisture entransy, moisture entransy dissipa-
tion and the associated thermal resistance are introduced to study
the coupled heat and mass transfer in evaporative cooling process.
The moisture entransy, composed of both sensible and latent heat
entransy, can be employed to describe the endothermic ability of
a moist air. The moisture entransy dissipation on the other hand
measures the irreversibility of evaporative cooling process as an
endothermic ability loss, and consists of the sensible and latent
heat entransy dissipation, and the entransy dissipation driven by
the difference of a temperature potential. The thermal resistance
defined as the total entransy dissipation divided by the refriger-
ating effect output squared can then be used as an index to evaluate
the performance of the evaporative cooling system.

For an iso-enthalpic casewherewet-bulb temperature of themoist
air equals to thewater temperature, themoisture entransy dissipation
through both the sensible and latent heat transfer vanishes, and the
entransy dissipation is only induced by its temperature potential.
Conversely, once the inlet moist air is saturated, i.e. the direct evapo-
rativecoolingprocess isonthesaturation line, theentransy isdissipated
only by the coupled heat and mass transfer process between a finite
temperature and concentration difference, while increasing the heat
and mass transfer surface will reduce the entransy dissipation and
hence improve the performance of the evaporative cooling process.
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